[Relevance of the pseudoexfoliation syndrome for the glaucomas].
Secondary chronic open-angle glaucoma associated with pseudoexfoliation (PEX) syndrome accounts for approximately 25% of all glaucomas and represents the most common identifiable cause of glaucoma overall. The underlying disorder, PEX syndrome, is a generalized process of the extracellular matrix characterized by production and progressive accumulation of an abnormal extracellular material in many intra- and extraocular tissues. Recent data support the pathogenetic concept of PEX syndrome as a type of elastosis affecting particularly elastic microfibrils. Active involvement of the trabecular meshwork in this characteristic matrix process may lead to glaucoma development in 40-60% of the patients. In addition, PEX syndrome also represents an important risk factor for a broad spectrum of spontaneous or intra- and postoperative ocular complications as well as for systemic cardiovascular diseases. PEX-associated open-angle glaucoma represents a relatively severe and progressive type of glaucoma with a generally poor prognosis due to high intraocular pressure levels and fluctuations in the diurnal pressure curve. The primary cause of chronic pressure elevation appears to be local production of PEX material by trabecular meshwork cells and Schlemm's canal cells with subsequent degenerative changes of Schlemm's canal and juxtacanalicular tissues. Additional pathogenetic factors contributing to pressure increase include pronounced melanin dispersion, increased protein concentrations of the aqueous humor, vascular factors, and connective tissue alterations of the lamina cribrosa. Other types of glaucoma, such as acute open-angle glaucoma, provoked by melanin showers during diagnostic mydriasis, or secondary angle closure glaucoma due to pupillary or ciliary block, are also common in PEX patients. The pathogenetic factors TGF-beta1 and TIMP-1/2 appear to be causally involved in this fibrotic process and thus may represent potential targets for specific, rational therapeutic approaches.